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Rossiter & Cummaro Enterprise (RCE) is pleased to support Five Fish Foundation, Achievement Academy
and Learning Resource Center on Giving Tuesday 2020. These organizations’ missions align with RCE’s
mission and vision.
Born out of a personal commitment a few years ago, Five Fish Foundation provides much needed
assistance to individuals with developmental challenges. Their programs and services facilitate access to
approved therapies, programs and products that promote support, care, acceptance, quality of life and
education to benefit families in South Carolina.
Achievement Academy has been a beacon of hope for Polk County families faced with the special
challenges of caring for a child with developmental delay. “Giving Tuesday is a great day to give a
gift that will make a difference in the lives of children who need it the most” (Achievement Academy).
The Learning Resource Center has been a community pillar helping children, as well as adults, reach their
educational potential. The services they provide from one on one tutoring to GED preparation make a
tremendous difference in the lives of so many children and adults throughout Polk County.
“We feel blessed to be able to reach out and support those organizations who have exemplified the best
we can offer to families faced with the challenge of ensuring the best quality of life for their children” said
Mr. James Cummaro, President of RCE.
RCE is committed to continually partner and collaborate with organizations who work to improve families
throughout our communities thru its administration and upcoming platform: Milestones Early
Intervention Services (MEIS).
For questions on RCE’s programs, please contact, Jessica Gardner, Business Development Director, (813)
754-7777, Jessica@rcelive.com
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